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Abstract
In this paper we consider a unified (polynomial time) approximation method for node-deletion
problems with nontrivial and hereditary graph properties. One generic algorithm scheme is presented, which can be applied to any node-deletion problem for finding approximate solutions.
It will be shown then that the quality of solutions found by this algorithm is determined by
the quality of any minimal solution in any graph in which nodes are weighted according to a
certain scheme chosen by the algorithm. For various node-deletion problems simple and natural
schemes for weight assignment are considered. It will be proven that the weight of any minimal
solution is a good approximation to the optimal weight when graphs are weighted according to
them, implying that our generic algorithm indeed computes good approximate solutions for those
node-deletion problems. 0 1998 Elscvier Scicncc B.V. All rights rcscrved.
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1. Introduction
The node-deletion problem for a graph property n (denoted ND(rc) throughout the
paper) is the following graph optimization problem: Given a graph G with weights
assigned to its nodes (i.e., vertices), find a node set of minimum weight sum whose
deletion (along with all the incident edges) from G leaves a (sub)graph satisfying the
property 7~. Many well-known graph problems fall into this class of problems when
desired graph properties are specified appropriately.
The computational
complexity of ND(n) clearly depends on what property 7~ is
requested on graphs, and it is an easy cxcrcise to observe that the problem is easy when
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is, say, “a graph is connected”.

On the other hand, the problem was found to be NP-

hard for some particular properties
result that it becomes

NP-hard
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[9, 141, and Lewis and Yannakakis
whenever

7t is nontrivial

and hereditary

[15]. Here a property rr is nontrivial if infinitely

subgraphs

showed a general
on induced

many graphs satisfy rc and

many graphs fail to satisfy it. It is hereditary on induced subgraphs if, in any

infinitely

graph satisfying

rr, every node-induced

subgraph

also satisfies rc. A number

of well-

studied graph properties are hereditary, and examples include independent set, planar,
bipartite, acyclic, degree-constrained,
circular-arc, circle graph, chordal, comparability,
permutation, perfect.
The general hardness

result of Lewis and Yannakakis

was obtained

by means

of

a few generic reductions from the vertex cover (VC) problem to other node-deletion
problems. Moreover, their reductions are approximation
preserving, and as such, any
algorithm

approximating

a node-deletion

problem can be translated

into the one for the

VC problem with the same approximation
ratio. At that time some polynomial-time
approximation
algorithms with good performance guarantee were already known for
the VC problem while none like those was known for other node-deletion
It was thus quite natural for them to pose questions [15]:
What can we say about the approximability
what are the interrelationships
to their combinatorial

of other node-deletion

among the various problems

problems.

problems,

and

in the class with respect

structure?

1.1. Known results on approximability of node-deletion problems
It has been long known that VC can be approximated
simple maximal

matching

heuristic

imation has been a subject of extensive
bound

has remained

only slightly
known

the same at 2 while the best known

better (2 - log logn/2 logn

heuristics

can accomplish

of [3, 171). In a good contrast

worse, while there exist some deep results

of other node-deletion

very little is

problems.

for a few specific properties

with O(log IV/ log log IVl) ratio for the feedback

7s= “acyclic”)

by a

case), and a better approx-

research over the years. Yet the best constant

even today about the approximability

proximation

with ratio 2 (achievable

[lo] for the unweighted

such as ap-

vertex set problem

in directed graphs [ 19, 71, most of them do not guarantee

Even

constant

(i.e.,
fac-

tor performance, not to mention a factor of 2. It was observed, however, that when
a hereditary property has only a finite number of minimal forbidden graphs the corresponding node-deletion problem
The constant factor approximable

can be approximated with some constant ratio [ 161.
cases not included in this observation are known

only for the feedback vertex set problem in undirected graphs, where every simple
cycle is a minimal forbidden graph. Bar-Yehuda et al. showed the problem to be approximable with ratio 4 when graphs are unweighted [4], and subsequently their result
was extended to the weighted case with an improved ratio of 2 [2, 51.
As for the lower bound on the approximation
ratio attainable in polynomial time
every node-deletion
problem for a nontrivial hereditary property is MAX SNP-hard

T. Fyjitol
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out in [16]. This is due to the aforementioned

Vertex Cover [I81 can be reduced
node-deletion

problem

in approximation

for such a property.
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fact that MAX SNP-hard

preserving

manner

Thus, if P # NP, there exists a positive

constant

EZs.t. no polynomial

problem

within a factor of 1 + I: [l]. Yet a better lower bound is provided

in approximation
nontrivial

time algorithm

can approximate

of VC as it serves as a lower bound

and hereditary.

such a node-deletion

it is known to be arbitrarily

1.2. Our rrsults and outline

ofthe paper
questions

by the one

for every ND(n)

Such a bound for VC has been continuously

last few years, and currently

The Lewis and Yannakakis’

to any other

when z is

improved

in the

close to i [I 11.

quoted above thus remain

still widely open,

and it is a current research issue of significant interest to characterize those nodedeletion problems approximable within a factor of 2 (or any constant factor). In fact,
it is most desirable

to relate the VC problem

respect to the combinatorial
approximating

structures

with other problems

underlying

in the class with

them, and any unified

approach

to

them in equally high quality should shed some light into this aspect.

In this paper we present a unified approximation
based on the local ratio approximation

principle.

method for node-deletion
One generic

“algorithm

problems
scheme”

is

presented, which can be applied to any node-deletion problem for finding approximate
solutions. To be used as a concrete algorithm it requires a “weight scheme” to be
filled in, which, given a graph, defines a weight distribution on its node set. Our
objective

is then to explore a class of node-deletion

algorithm

achieves

in our algorithm

good approximations.

problems

for which our generic

As stated already the problem

design lies only in choice of weight schemes,

weights on graphs. It will be shown that under simple and natural
various node-deletion
problems become amenable to approximation
of 2 or otherwise,
considered

some nontrivial

constant

specific part

i.e., how to distribute
weight
within

schemes
a factor

factors. Two types of graph properties

in this paper: one with a finite number

of minimal

forbidden

the other in which a graph satisfies it iff its edge set is an independent
matroid (details later).

are

graphs, and
set of some

It has been known that in the former case constant factor approximations are possible
as mentioned earlier, and in fact, the problem in question reduces straightforwardly to a
restricted type of the hitting set problem. We shall show that sometimes

it is possible to

improve upon the approximation ratios implied by the hitting set approximation
forbidden graphs possess certain structures.
We then turn our attention

to the case when properties

are “matroidal”.

when

When 7c is

hereditary, the edge sets of subgraphs satisfying n in any graph constitute a hereditary
system, and when it is always a matroid on any graph, 7c is called a matroidal property.
For some natural matroidal graph properties it will be shown that the generic algorithm
approximates ND(n) within twice the optimum. Moreover, the weight scheme used in
the algorithm is uniformly determined by the dual rank function, thus indicating that
all these problems are indeed structurally closely related.
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In the next section some basic definitions
introduced.

Our generic algorithm

in a general

and notation

used throughout

scheme and implied performance

form in Section 3. In Section 4 the algorithm

problems

with a finite number

of minimal

properties

are treated and analyzed

forbidden

in Sections

the paper are

ratio are presented

is applied to node-deletion

graphs.

The cases of matroidal

5 and 6. We conclude

the paper with

final remarks in Section 7.

2. Notation and definitions
For any graph G, let V(G) and E(G)

denote the vertex set and the edge set of G,

respectively. A subgraph of G = (V,E) induced by X C V is denoted by G[X]. For
X, Y C V let E[X] be the set of edges induced by X, and E[X, Y] be the set of edges
with one end in X and the other in Y. Let e(X)

and e(X, Y) denote the respective

sizes of these edge sets. The set of edges incident to some node in X is denoted by
6(X) and 6(u) means 6((u)). The degree of a node u in G is denoted by d(u), and
when restricted to inside G[X], it is denoted by dx(u).
If rc is a hereditary property any graph H which does not satisfy

n is called

a

forbidden graph for rt since any graph containing a subgraph isomorphic to H cannot
satisfy 71. A forbidden graph is minimal if every proper (induced) subgraph of it
satisfies rc. Any hereditary property n is equivalently
all the minimal forbidden graphs for rc.
For any weight function
the sum of weights

assigned

to the nodes in V’ (i.e., CuEV, w(u)).

is the worst case ratio of the optimal
returned

by the set a(~)

of

w defined on node set V and any V’ g V, let w( V’) denote

to measure the quality of an approximation
solution

characterized

algorithm

solution

It is customary

by its performance ratio, which

value to the value of an approximate

by the algorithm.

3. Generic algorithm based on local ratio approximation
The local ratio theorem of Bar-Yehuda and Even and its generalization
were used
as a key approximation
principle in approximation
of the VC problem [3] and the
feedback

vertex

set problem

[2], respectively.

In fact it is applicable

to any node-

deletion problem for a hereditary property, and so it is presented below in a more
general form.
A family of nonnegative
weight functions {wi : V + Cl+, i = 1,. . . , k} is called a

decomposition of a nonnegative weight function w : V--f Q+ if xi”=, w[(u) d w(u) for
every u E V. Given w : V -+ Q+, let V(w) denote {U E V 1w(u) > 0}, the set of nodes
in V with positive w.
Theorem 1. Let {WI,.. ., wk} be a decomposition of w, all of them dejined on V. Suppose S*,ST, i= 1, . . . , k, are optimal solutions of ND(n) for hereditary 7~in G = (V, E)
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under weight functions,
s. t. w(S) = xi

w, w,, i = 1,.

, k, respectively.

211

If S is a solution

of ND(n)

wi(S) then

{WI,. . , wk} is a decomposition

Proof. Because

of w, ci

V(wi) c V(w) for each i, if S is a feasible

solution

G[ V(wi)] because

subgraphs.

n is hereditary

on induced

wi(S* n V(w,)), and hence, wi(S,‘)<Wi(S*)

Wi(S*)

in G[ V(W)]

Because

<w(s*).

is S n V(Wi) in

SO

It follows then that Wi(S,*) d

for each i since wi(S* n

V(wi))=wi(S*).

Therefore,

x1 Qi<k

W(s)
W(s*)

’

XI

<iGk

Our algorithm
by Theorem

wi(S)
Wi(s*)

scheme is designed

based on the approximation

principle

suggested

1. It is a scheme because it requires a property 7t and a weight scheme W

to be specified. For our purposes a weight scheme W is any nonnegative weight fimction WC : I’(G) + Q+, which is computable in polynomial time given an arbitrary graph
G, with one additional

stipulation:

S n V(Wo). This means
any solution in G.

that a node assigned

Given hereditary

If S is a solution

in any graph

G then so is

zero weight by Go is superfluous

n and a weight scheme Go the algorithm

LocalRatio,*

for

is dis-

played in Fig. 1. (Remark: We can assume w.1.o.g. that w(u) >O for every node u E V
since all the nodes with weight zero can be taken into the solution at the outset).
Each recursive

step of the algorithm

is associated

with two weight functions

wi and

wi, both defined on V(G), where w’(u) is the “residual” weight assigned on u E V
while wi = wi - wif’ is a “slice” of the input weight distribution w. Note that in
the ith recursion

the algorithm

of nodes with currently
LocalRatio,+

works on G[V(w’)],

non-zero

checks if G[V(w’)]

set as a (minimal)

solution

weight.

the subgraph

At the beginning

induced

by the set

of the ith recursive

step

satisfies rt or not, and, if it does, returns an empty

for it. Otherwise,

it executes the following

steps.

(i) It determines wi first, the weight function to be a member of the decomposition,
which is maximally proportional to (but not exceeding at any point) tiG[~(~,)l
on V(w’) (and wi r0 outside of V(w’)). Note here that V(wl)& V(w’) but in
general they are not equal for wG[~(,,,~)l(u) could be zero at some u E V(w’).
(ii) A new (residual)

weight function

wi. This step necessarily

w’( = wi+‘) is obtained

by subtracting

wi from

reduces the weight of some node in V(w’) to zero (will

see why later).
(iii) Recursively find a solution S’ from G[V(w’)], the proper subgraph of G[V(w’)]
determined by the new weight distribution w’(= wi+’).
(iv) Form a feasible solution Si by joining all the nodes of V(w’) - V(w’) to S’.
Then, turn it to a minimal solution for G[ V(w’)] by removing any redundant
nodes, from Si, contained in Si - V(w’). Return Si.

218
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LocalRatio,,
itif

1

/* i is a global variable

used for analysis

only */

w’tw
if G[V(w’)]

satisfies the property

7c then

0

return
else

/* determine
c; t

min

Wi(V)

c

a maximal
{&

proportion
IUE Y(4)

cjW~[v(~~jj(V)

for every VE V(w’)

(and wi(U)+O
W’(V)

+

W’(V)

factor to ~~~~~~~~~*/

-

for every v@ V(w’))

Wi(V)

(and w’(u) t

for every UE V(w’)
0

for every v $ V(w’))

S’ + LocalRatio,,
S,+S’U(V(w’)
- V(w’))
/* a solution S, minimal in V(w’) is constructed

below */

for every u in V(w’) - V(w’) do
if S, ~ {u} is a feasible
Remove
return Si
Fig.

We now analyze

solution

in G[V(w’)]

then

u from S,

I. Approximation

this algorithm.

algorithm

Notice

LocalRatio,,,-

for ND(n)

first that if G[V(w’)]

does not satisfy

rt

there must be at least one node u E V(w’) with Wc~V~w~~l(~)
> 0. This is due to the
property we stipulated on the weight scheme WC; if WG[v(w6)1is identically zero on
V(w’) an empty set is a feasible solution for G[ V(w’)], implying

that the graph already

satisfies X. This fact then guarantees the “progress” in the ith step, i.e., at least one
node of V(w’) will have its weight reduced to zero, and hence, V(w’+’ ) will be strictly
smaller than V(w’). In this way G[V(w’)]
recursive

steps. Assume

that LocalRatio,,

will become to satisfy 7t within at most (VI
recurses

up to (k + 1)st level so that

G[ J’(&+’ )] satisfies 71first time. Notice that the final solution
can be identified

Lemma 2. LocalRatio,,
c;=,

output by the algorithm

with S,.
computes

u decomposition

{WI,. . . , wk} of w s. t. w(Sl) =

W(Sl>.

Proof. Clearly,

We+’

+ C,“=, wi(u)=

w(u) for every u E V, and since every wi is

nonnegative,
wj’s, i= 1,. . , k, comprise
a decomposition
of w. To see that
Local Ratio,,
constructs a solution SI in such a way that w(Sl)= xi”=, w,(Sl),
notice that u is taken into the solution set S, only after w(u) is reduced to zero by a
sequence of subtractions by wi(U)‘s, and hence, w(u) = xi”=, wi(u) for every u in SI.

219

Lemma 3. For each 1 <i <k,
Proof. Assume
is a minimal

inductively

that LocalRatio,+

a set S,. At this point S, becomes

then it removes

of ND(n)

solution

returns

in G[ V(d)].

a solution

S’( = S,+I ), which

in G[ Y(w~+’ )]. Next it adds all the nodes in C’(W’) - V(w”’ )

solution

to S’ forming

S; is u minimal

any redundant

a feasible solution

for G[Y(w’)].

nodes, among those just added, by the for-loop

But
at the

end of the recursive step. Moreover, any later stage of the algorithm does not touch
upon S,. Thus, S, = SI n V(l.t” ) is ensured to be a minimal solution in G[ V( w’)] for
each i.

0

Theorem 4. LocalRat
howderd

io, ,; computes u solution

of’ ND( rr); its perj&wzarzce

ratio

is

by

max WC;(S)
Wc;(S”)’
itthere max is taken
re,~pectitrely,

Proof. Because
gorithm.

ocer uny minimal

in any G under weight

of Lemma

and optimul

solutions

S nnd S*

oj ND(rr),

WG..

3 it remains

to analyze

the performance

ratio of the al-

constructs S’s it is easy to verify that Sr n
in G under w,. Then Sp n V(w’) must be

From the way LocalRatio,,,?

V(w')= S,.Let ST be an optimal solution
an optimal

solution

in G[ V(W’)] under ~Zo[y(,,.~)j.By Lemma 2 the preconditions

Theorem

I are satisfied

estimated

by

where S; is a minimal
overall performance

and now, the performance

solution

is bounded

ratio of LocalRatio,.@

in G[V(n>‘)] according

to Lemma

for

can be

3. Therefore,

the

by

tiG(S)
max lijc(@q’
where S and S* are any minimal
G under the weight distribution

and optimal solutions.
WC.

respectively,

of ND(X) in any

0

4. Properties with a finite number of minimal forbidden graphs
As stated in Introduction ND(n) is approximable within some constant factor whenever there exist only a finite number of minimal forbidden graphs for rr [ 161. In fact
it can be reduced to a restricted case of the hitting set problem. Represent every

T. Fujitoi Discrete Applied Mathematics 86 (1998) 213-231
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minimal

forbidden

are interested
introduced.

subgraph

F in G by a hyperedge

V(F), the node set of F. We

in a node set C of small weight which intersects
There are two parameters

ting set: the maximum

naturally

associated

node degree AG and the maximum

(A node degree of u in a hypergraph

is the number

Chvhtal showed that the greedy heuristic

delivers

every hyperedge

with instances
edge cardinal@

of (hyper-)edges

a solution

thus

of the hitr,

of G

containing

u).

whose value is bounded

by X(AG) = Cfzl l/i times the value of an optimal hitting set [6]. On the other hand,
we are interested

in the case when r~ is bounded,

that a simple LP heuristic
value [ 121. Therefore,

and for which Hochbaum

finds a hitting set of value bounded

showed

by TG times the optimal

Proposition 5. If the set Q(n) of minimal forbidden graphs for TTis jinite, then ND(n)
can be approximated within a factor bounded by the cardinality of the largest node
set of a graph in Q(z).
Moreover,

she showed

optimal

integral

below,

however,

that this ratio is tight in the sense that the gap between

and fractional
it is sometimes

values

possible

objects to be hit are more structured
node-deletion

can be as large as r~

[ 131. We shall show

to have a better approximation

than general

when the

sets as is often the case in typical

problems.

Consider ND(n) for n = “node degree is bounded at b, for some constant baO”,
which coincides with the VC problem when b = 0. Every minimal forbidden graph is
constructed

by attaching

a node u to an arbitrary

graph Gb+l on (b + 1) nodes via

(b + 1) edges, each of which joining

u and every node of Gb+l. Thus, every graph in

Q(Tc) has the same node cardinality,

b + 2. Suppose we choose the weight scheme W
for every UE V(G).

to be degree proportional, that is, +~(u)=~QG)(u)

with degree proportional W, approximates ND(n) for
Theorem 6. LocalRatio,,,,
TC= “node degree is bounded at b”,
(i) within a factor of 2 when b = 0 or 1, and
(ii) within a factor of b + 1 when bB2.
Proof. We shall denote below WC simply by w as the graph of interest is clear from
the context.
(i) First for b=O (i.e., the VC problem). Any solution XC V must
BIEl. On the other hand, for any set
w(X)= I&X d(u)816(X)I
w(V) = 21EI. Hence, no two solutions can have their weights apart
larger than 2 under the degree proportional weight scheme.
Consider now the case of b = 1, and let M C E be any maximum
G. Since G[ V - X] could contain

w(Wa I&O 2 IEI - IMI

satisfy that
X, w(X)<
by a factor
matching

at most (MI edges if X is a solution,

in

we have

(1)

T. FujitoIDiscrete

Applied
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w(X)
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them appropriately
its potential
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onto every edge of E - M. We shall show that

for by the total potential,

2( IEl - IMI), by distributing

to the nodes in X. For each edge e = {u, V} E 8 -M,

reassign

as follows:

Cuse 1. e = {u, U} C X, or e nX = 0. Give one unit each to u and u.
Case 2. e nX = {u,u} nX = {u}. Give both units to U.
Since

out of d(u)

incident

edges of any node u at most one of them can

belong to M (and thus, potential-less),
the deficiency in accounting for w(u) is
at most one for every node u in X. It can be seen then that after performing
the reassignment of potential as described above a node u in X is still deficient
in its potential only if it is incident to an edge of M, but not to an edge {u, U}
of E - M with u E V - X. Recall now that X is a minimal solution
which excludes the case when u is not adjacent to a node of V -X.
only remaining

case of a deficient

v in V - X, connected
X enforces

to ND(n),
Thus, the

node u occurs when u has a single neighbor

via an edge of M. Observe

further that v be adjacent

here that the minimality

to another node in V -X,

of

which implies

that 2: is given one unit of potential in the reassignment procedure. Thus, all the
deficient nodes of X are joined to their “mates”, with potential, in V - X via
matching edges. So there exists enough amount of potential
mates to cover the total deficiency, and we have proved that
w(X)62(lEI

to those

- IMI)

if X is a minimal
Theorem

assigned

(2)

solution.

The claimed

factor

follows

from

(l),

(2),

(ii) In case of b > 2 we need a different argument
too weak, where M is a maximum
we shall obtain

as the lower bound of

b-matching

to higher b, (2) does not, and w(X)<(b+
and minimal

solutions.
Comparing

l)(IEl - lMJ) no longer holds. Instead,

directly

Let X and X* be any minimal
the following

w(X) = w(X nx*)

IEI- (M1is

in G; that is, while (1) generalize

the desired ratio by comparing

respectively.

expansions

the weights

of optimal

and optimal

term by term,

+ w(X - x*)

=2e(X-X*,XnX*)+(w(xnX*)-e(X-X*,xnx*))
+(w(X-X*)-e(X-X*,xnx*))

and
nx*)

w(X*) = e(X -x*,X
+w(X*

+ (w(x nx*)

-X)

it is easy to see that

w(X)

-<

and

4.

w(x* )

w(X-X*)-e(X-X*,XnX*)

w(x*

-X)

- e(X -X*,x

nx*>>

solutions,

222
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when the RHS of the inequality

above is at least 2. So, the claim is reduced to

showing that
w(X-X*)-e(X-X*,XnX*)<(h+I)w(X*-X).
The LHS of this inequality
the contributions

corresponds

of edges in E[X -X*,X

to the total weight
nX*].

of X - X*

So assume henceforth

less

that no

edges exist between X - X* and X n X*, in exchange of replacing the LHS by
w(X -X*).
Since w(X* -X) >e(X* - X, V - X* ), it now suffices to show
w(X-X*)<(b+l)e(X*-X,V-X*).
Assign (b + 1) units of potential

onto every edge of E[X* -X, V-X*].

We shall

show that w(X - X*) can be paid off by total of these potential. Take any node
u in X -X*.
Consider first the case when u is adjacent to a node v of X* - X.
Since only d,_,*(u)

many edges among those incident

and d v_x* (u) d b (for X* is a solution),

the potential

to u carry no potential,

assigned to the edge {u, v}

suffices to pay for w(u).
Assume now that no node of X - X* is adjacent to any node of X* -X. We
shall show that there exists a distinct edge e in E[X* - X, V - (X UX*)] for
every node u of X -X*. Note that dv(u) is now at most b (otherwise, X* is not
a solution), so the potential on e suffices. Recall that X is a minimal solution,
and this implies that there exists a subgraph H of G, isomorphic
(i.e., Kl.b+l) st. X intersects H only at U. Moreover,
also by X* but u is not adjacent

to a (b + 1)-star

since H must be intersected
of H, denoted

to any node of X*, the “center”

v, cannot be in either X nor X*. So, it must be in V - (X UX*).
that v is adjacent

to s (1 dsb

b) many

must exist b nodes (of H) adjacent
them could lie outside

nodes

of X - X*

in X* - X adjacent

nodes of X -X*, all adjacent to v, can be associated
E[X* -X, V - (X UX*)] all incident with II. 0
Note that the bounds given in Theorem

Thus, there must be at
to L’. This way, every s

exclusively

6 are tight; consider

a minimal

of a single “non-center”
solution

5. Matroidal

with s edges of

a (b + 1 )-star G, where

w(u) = b + 1 if u is the center of G while w(u) = 1 otherwise.
consists

U. There

to v in V - X, but then, only (b - s) of

of X* (since X* IS a solution).

least b - (b - s) = s many nodes

Suppose now

including

An optimal

solution

node (weight = 1) while the center node by itself is

(weight = b + 1).

properties

One way to represent a matroid A4 is by a pair of
function r defined on 2E. Alternatively, M can be defined
of subsets of E called independent sets of M, where a
r(F) = IFI (conversely, r(F) is the cardinality of a largest

a ground set
by a pair of
set F C E is
independent

E and a rank
E and a family
independent iff
subset of F for

T. Fujito I Discrete Applied Muthemaks
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(and hence, maximum
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in any matroid)

is called a base of M. When a set is not independent

independent

set

it is dependent, and a minimal

set is called a circuit. If a set has rank as large as that of E it is called

dependent

spanning. For any matroid

M = (E,r)

there is the dual rnatroid Md = (E, rd) defined

on the same ground set E. The rank functions

r”(E ~ F)

Y and rd are related s.t.

= (lE( - r(E)) - (IFI - r(F))

for any F C: E (For more on matroid theory see, for instance,

[20]).

We say a graph property 7c is rnatroidal if, in any graph G, the edge sets of subgraphs
of G satisfying n form a family of independent sets of a matroid defined on E(G).
In addition such a matroid, denoted MG.~, is said to be induced by 71 on G. Since
every subset of an independent set is independent in any matroid, such a property rt
is necessarily
is NP-hard

hereditary

on (not only induced

and MAX SNP-hard

but) any subgraphs,

and hence ND(n)

to the results of [ 151 and [ 161 as long as n

according

is nontrivial.
We shall stick to one weight scheme Go in considering

any matroidal

graph prop-

erties. It is called rank proportional because Wo : V(G) + Z+ is defined s.t.
Go(u) de’ #(s(u))

for each UE V(G)

where rd is the rank function

of M&, the dual of MG,~. Once again we shalt drop the

subscripts G and 71hereafter since it is clear which graph and property are referred to.
One nice feature provided by the use of a rank proportional weight function is that
it enforces

any feasible node-deletion

dual rank of the corresponding

solution

to have weight at least as large as the

matroid:

Lemma 7. Suppose 7c is matroidal and M = (E,r)
a solution

is induced on G = (V,E).

If X is

qf ND(n) in G and w is rank proportional on G,

w(X) 3

rd(E>.

Proof. Since X is a solution of ND(n), E-6(X)
is independent in M. This means that
S(X) is spanning in Md, and thus rd(&Y)) = rd(E). Also, because any matroid rank
function

is nonnegative

and submodular,

c, rd(Ei) 3 rd( U ,E,) holds for any collection

of subsets E, C E. Hence,
w(X) =

c

rd(6(u))>rd(&Y))
UEX

= rd(E).

0

Thus, rd(E) = IEl - r(E) serves as a lower bound on the weight of any solution for
any matroidal property.
We now turn to an upper bound on the weight of any minimal solution when nodes
are rank proportionally
induced

weighted.

on graphs are the following

In particular

we shall deal with the cases when

natural matroids.
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rc be “a graph has at most k edges” for some

integer k. Clearly this yields such ND(n)

nonnegative

the VC problem

(namely,

k = 0 for VC). The matroid

that is a direct generalization
M = (E,r)

induced

of

by n: is a

untform matroid of rank k (often denoted lJ,,k in the literature when E has n elements),
and an edge set F is independent
also a uniform

in A4 iff IFI 6 k. The dual of M, Md = (E, rd), is

matroid but of rank IEl - k.

Partition matroid on directed graphs. Consider

here properties

on directed graphs

and let n= “every node is a head of at most one arc”. Then it induces a (head)partition matroid on G = (V, E) s.t. an arc set F 5 E is independent iff no two arcs of F
head (the tail-partition matroid is defined analogously).
Cycle matroid. A matroid M induced on G when rc = “acyclic” is the cycle matroid

share a node as their common

defined on G, i.e., F C_E(G) is an independent
The node-deletion problem for such a matroidal
feedback

vertex set (FL’S)

problem.

set of M iff F contains no cycles.
property is usually referred to as the

The best performance

ratio for this problems

is currently 2, obtained first by Bama et al. [2] and, independently,
by Becker and
Geiger [5]. Our work is motivated by the approach presented in the former one, but
LocalRatio,,
is simpler than the algorithms of [2, 51 for the FVS problem.
Bicircular matroid. A bicycle is a graph formed by minimally connecting two independent cycles. In other words a bicycle is formed by two simple cycles linked together
in such a way that either (1) they share exactly one node in common, (2) they share
a connected

path, or (3) they are disjoint

and each of them is attached

to each end

of a simple path external to them. A bicircular matroid M on E is then defined s.t. a
subset F C E is an independent
hard to verify that a bicircular
component

of a graph contains

set of M iff F does not contain
matroid is induced

any bicycle.

It is no

from the property “every connected

at most one cycle”.

We are interested in obtaining a good upper bound on the weight of any minimal solution when rc induces one of the matroids listed above. It will be shown (in
Section

6) that, in each case considered,

dual rank of the corresponding

matroid;

the weight is at most twice as large as the
namely,

Lemma 8. Suppose M = (E,r) induced by IT on G = (V,E) is one of the matroids
listed above. If X is a minimal solution of ND(rc) in G and w is rank proportional
on G
w(X)d2rd(E)
Let S and S* be minimal

and optimal solutions,

respectively.

Lemmas

7 and 8 jointly

assert that
w(S) <2rd(E)

<2w(S*).

Therefore, it follows immediately from Theorem 4 that ND(n) can be approximated
with ratio 2 when rr induces one of the matroids listed above; that is,

T. FujitoIDiscrete
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WC approximates

ND(rc) to within

twice the optimum,

when TT induces on any graph either (1) a uniform

a partition

Cfor directed

matroid

graphs),

(3) a cycle matroid,

matroid,

(2)

or (4) a bicircular

matroid.

6. Proof of Lemma 8
We present below a proof of Lemma 8 for each case of the matroidal properties
listed in Section 5. All of them can be proven by the same line of reasoning, differing
only in some problem
proof outline

specific

details.

It is thus useful

and see a more transparent

structure

to introduce

first a generic

of them before going into problem

specifics.
Given an instance G = (I’,,!?) of ND(n) where rc induces a matroid M = (E, Y), let
X C V be any minimal solution in it. Let cx= r(E) - r(E[ V -Xl).
Since E[ V - X] is
independent

in M, M= r(E) - e( V - X) and hence,

rd(E) = IEl - i(E)

= e(X) + e(X, V -X)

- (r(E) - e( V -X))

=e(X)+e(X,V-X)-r.
Secondly,

let B(u) be a nonnegative

d(u) - b(u).

integer associated

We shall find appropriate

those incident to u, must be contained
Using this we have

C rd(&U>>
<24X)

2/(E)

how many

edges, among

in every base of the matroid under consideration.

+ e(X, V - X) - C p(u).
UEX

UEX
Rewriting

with each u EX s.t. rd(&u))<

p(u) by estimating

(3) in terms of M and p,
3 2(e(X)

- c #(s(u))
UEX

- (2e(W

+ e(X, V - X) - CY)
+ e(X V -X)

- C B(u))
UEX

= e(XV-X)-2c(+CP(u)
UEX

and hence, the validity
e(X V -X)32a

of (3) can be reduced to that of the next inequality:
- Cqu).

(4)

UEX

In each of the proofs given below we shall compute ~1, choose j3 appropriately, and
argue that (4) must hold. As will be seen there the minimality of X is used only in
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this final step. Moreover,
(i) E(G)

6.1.

any minimal

(3) holds trivially,

or not) consists

set of the matroid M under consideration.

at least two nodes,

(i) otherwise,

inequality

we shall assume

is not an independent

(ii) X contains
because

86 (199X) 213-231

solution

in G must be empty,

and (ii) since #(s(X))

= rd(E),

of a single node, say u, then w(X) = #(s(u))

and hence,

the

if a solution X (minimal
= #(8(X))

= rd(E).

Uniform matroid
(i) r(E) = k, and hence, c(= r(E) - e(V - X) = k - e( V - X).

By the assumption

Choose /I(u) = 0 for every u E X. And then,
p(u) = 2(k - e(X, V - X)).

2% - c
UEX

On the other hand, the minimality

of X implies that u together

at least k + 1 edges for any u EX. In other words, e({u}, V -X)
and hence,

with V - X induces
> k + 1 - e( V -X),

e(X,V-X)=xe({u},V-X)>lXl(k+l-e(V-X))
UEX

22(k
(remember

- e( V -X))

+ 2

1x12 2).

6.2. Partition matroid on directed graphs
Observe

first that rank can be determined

by the number

of such nodes that are

heads of some arcs, that is,
r(F) = 1{u E V 1u is a head of some arc of F}I
for any F C E. Let H denote the set of such nodes that are heads of some arcs in G.
Partition H - X into sets HO,HI, and HZ s.t.
- Ho = {u I u is a head of some arc in G[ V - X]} = {u I u is a head of some arc of

-

RI’ -Xl),
H,uH2=(H-X)-Ho,

- H,={uEH-XI
u is a head of exactly one arc of E[X, V - Xl}, and
- H2 = {U E H -X 1u is a head of more than one arc of E[X, V -Xl}.
We may now write
a=r(E)-r(E[V
By the definitions
in E[X, V --Xl.

-X])=lHl

- (HoI

(5)

above, when u is in HI U HZ, u must be a head of only those arcs

Take any node u of X and consider #(s(u)).
For any arc (uJ), if v is not a head
of any other arc (u, v) must belong to every base of M. Besides such arcs in 6(u) if

T Fujitoi Discrete Applied Mathematics
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u itself is a head of some arc at least one of them must also belong to a base of M.
Thus, we can set
b(u) = 1{II E H 1(u, u) E E but u is not a head of any other arc in G} 1
ii

1

if uEH,

0

otherwise

leading to
xB(4

= I{aeHI

u is a head of a unique arc (u, a) in G for some u E X} /

UEX
+IH

flX/

3 IH, I + IH nX/.

By subtracting

this from 2 x (5)

2~ -c/W

6

‘WI - lHo()- (1% + IHnxl)

UEX

= lH,l + 21H21+ IH fU1.
Observe

now that, by definition,

(6)

there exist arcs in E[X, V - A’], one having

each

node of HI as its head and two sharing each node of H2 as their heads. Besides them
there must exist one more arc in E[X, V - X] per node of X. To see why recall that
X is a minimal solution, which implies that E[( V - X) U {u}] is dependent in M for
any MEX. This however is possible only if
_ u is a head of more than one arc of E[{u}, V -Xl,
or otherwise,
_ there is an arc (~,a) with t’ in Ha (assuming non-existence
of parallel
Either case indicates

arcs).

that every node of X is incident with an arc of E[X, V-X]

whose

head does not belong to HI nor Hz, and hence,

Substituting

this into (6),

2r - xfi(u)<e(X,
UEX

V -X)

- (IX

- IHnXJ)<e(X,

V -X).

6.3. Cycle matroid
It suffices to show that the inequality in question holds when restricted to any connected component of G. So assume now that G is connected. Let c denote the number
of components

in G[ V - X]. Then,

x=r(E)--r(E[V-X])=(IV/-l)-(IV-XI-c)=IX/+c-1.

(7)
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Call a component

of G[ V -X]

there could be multiple
component

a leaf if it is adjacent to a single node of X (although

edges joining

C. Then, any spanning

them).

Suppose that u EX is adjacent

tree of G must use at least one edge connecting

u and C. Recall that (XI 22

and G is connected,

not only to leaf components

of G[V - X] but somewhere

spanning

tree uses one additional

to a leaf

edge incident

p(u) = 1 + (# of leaf components

adjacent

which implies

that u is connected

else. This means that any

to u, and we may thus choose
to U)

for each u E X, and hence,
x8(~)=
uEX
Combined

1x1 + (# of leaf components

in G[V -Xl).

with (7) this yields
P(U) = 2( IX/ + c - 1) - (IX/ + (# of leaf components))

2a - c
l&X

= (XI -

2 + 2(# of non-leaf

components)

+(## of leaf components).
The fact that X is a minimal
a cycle although

solution implies here that u together with V-X

G[V - X] is acyclic.

in 6(u) connecting

(8)

More specifically,

u and a same component

induces

there must exist two edges

of G[ V - X], for each u E X. Imagine

now that one edge is removed from such a pair of edges for every node of X. It
can be see then that even after such removal of edges every non-leaf component of
G[V - X] remains
remains

adjacent

adjacent

to at least two nodes of X while every leaf component

to one. Therefore,

e(X, V - X) 3 1x1 + 2(# of non-leaf
Substituting

components)

+ (# of leaf components).

this into (8), we have

2a-CP(u)<e(X,V-X)-2.
UEX
6.4. Bicircular

mafroid

The proof here goes quite analogously to the case of cycle matroids. A maximum
independent set in any connected component C is a set of edges spanning C, with no
cycle (exactly one cycle, resp.) in it if C is acyclic (cyclic, resp.). This means that in
general we may write
r(F) = (# of nodes covered by edges of F)
-(# of acyclic components induced by F)
for any F C E.

T Fujitol Dbcretr
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that G is connected.
denote the number
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of G at a time as before, and so assume w.1.o.g.
(i)), r(E) = 1VJ. Let t

Since G is not a tree (by the assumption
of acyclic components

in G[ V - X] and then,

x=?(E)-r(E[V-X])=lV/-(IV-Xl-t)=]X]+t.
A component

(9)

of G[ V - A’] is again called a leaf if it is adjacent

X. Take any node u of X. For every acyclic leaf component

to a single node of

T which is adjacent only

to u, any base B of M must use one edge connecting LI and T. Besides those edges B
must use at least one more edge from 6(u), since still being cycle-free B is extensible,
$‘such on e&qe exists, but it does because G is not a tree. Thus, we may set
p(u) = 1 + (# of acyclic leaf components

adjacent

to U)

and hence,
c B(u) = 1x1 + (# of acyclic leaf components
UE.Y
Together

in G[V - Xl).

with (9), this gives us

2a - 1

p(u) = 2( IX/ + t) - (1x1 + (# of acyclic leaf components))

UEX
=

/XI

+

(2t - (# of acyclic leaf components))

= 1x1 + 2(# of acyclic non-leaf

components)

+(# of acyclic leaf components).
Since X is a minimal
minimal

component

solution,

u EX together

with two independent

(i) adjacent to two distinct non-acyclic
(ii) adjacent

to one non-acyclic

edges connecting

(10)

with V - X must induce

a bicycle

(a

cycles in it). This implies that u is either
components,

component

and one acyclic

component

T with two

u and T,

(iii) adjacent to two acyclic components,
or

with two edges between u and each of them,

(iv) adjacent to one acyclic component via three edges.
It can be verified then that in each case above two edges can be removed from 8(u)
without disconnecting
u and any of acyclic components adjacent to it, and thus,
e(X V - X)

3 214 + 2(# of acyclic non-leaf
+(#

Plugging

this into (lo),

components)

of acyclic leaf components).
we have

2n-Ccl(u)<e(X,V-X)-iXl<e(X,V-X).
I,EX
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7. Concluding remarks
It was shown in this paper that those problems
class of node-deletion

problems

from the Vertex Cover problem,
thus relating
possible

for a nontrivial
in nontrivial

approximable
hereditary

ways but by a single generic algorithm,

all of them in light of their combinatorial

to characterize

all node-deletion

within a factor of 2 in a

property can be generalized

problems

structure.

approximable

Whereas

it was not

with ratio 2, the full

power of our algorithm is not yet thoroughly examined, and the results of the current
paper could be interpreted as an indication of promises it holds on good approximation
of other node-deletion problems.
Another yet very important question

is for what properties

become

ratio, as posed

conjecture

approximable
presented

with a constant

in it is that the boundary

node-deletion

problems

in [ 161 (see also [21]). One

lies between the cases when the number

of minimal forbidden graphs is finite and when it is infinite. Because the feedback
vertex set problem in undirected graphs (and the case when n is the bicircular matroidal
property

as presented

in this paper) can be approximated

with ratio 2 this conjecture

does not hold as is. How much larger could such a class of well approximable

problems

be?
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